
 

 
 

 

WEEK 3 NOTES 
 
I hope your first round of homework went well! You may want to read the summary 

on page 35 as you move into the next week, it is a good way to make sure the 
ladies keep their footing as we move through Hebrews. 

 
 
Day 1 

In this week, we transition to the next comparison that they author offers to the 
Hebrews for consideration:  not only is Jesus better than angels, but Jesus is better 

than their most prominent leader- Moses.    
 

On my first few readings through this section of Scripture, I got hung up on terms 
such as “harden your hearts”, “unbelief” and not entering into “rest”.  These are 

terms that are often used to describe unbelievers; however, we must remember 
who the audience is that the author of Hebrews is speaking to.  How does he 

describe them in 3:1?  As those who “share in a heavenly calling”- so here is more 
confirmation that they are believers.  So, in light of that, as we make our way 

through this passage, we need to consider what the author is referring to when he 
makes statements (that I am paraphrasing) like: 

 
• Do not harden your hearts as in the rebellion on the day of testing in the 

wilderness. (3:7) 
• Take care not to have an evil, unbelieving heart leading you to fall away from 

the living God (3:12) 
• Let us strive to enter that rest, so that no one may fall by the same sort of 

disobedience. (4:11) 

 
 

Day 2 
You could ask your ladies to brainstorm about some similarities between Moses and 

Jesus.  This might make it more apparent why the author contrasts Jesus against 
Moses.  Here are a few similarities: 

They were leaders, teachers, called into public ministry as adults, almost killed as 
babies by Pharoah/Herod, rescued people out of captivity (one physical, one 

spiritual), were a mouthpiece for God, heard directly from God, were commissioned 
by God to administer His covenant with His people, wandered in the wilderness, did 

a miracle involving water. 



 

Day 3 
In this day, we make a big connection point, which will help us define our terms like 

belief, rest, disobey, harden our hearts…. Read Hebrews 3:7-11 and 16-19. The 
point of rebellion that the author is referring to is when the Hebrews refused to 

obey God and enter into the land of Canaan because they were fearful (of the 
giants) and did not trust that God would deliver them.  It does not mean that they 

did not believe in God at all (that is where I was imposing my own definition on this 
term).  We know they believed in God because of (3:1) and think- they put blood 

over their door at Passover and were rescued by God- but they were derailed in the 
desert, and as such they were not able to enter into the rest that God had for them 

in Canaan.  You may have to wrestle with this for a while.  I certainly have been! 
 

There are two “if” statements that also tripped me up in 3:6 and 3:14- when read 
in English, they sound conditional, like we may not be saved IF we do not hold fast 

to our confidence.  I asked Pastor Matt about that, and as it was said in our leader 
meeting on Wednesday, “a little gets lost in the translation”.  When we read the “if” 

we think there is a chance a chance we will and there is a chance we will not.  
However, in the Greek, the word “if” (especially with the word indeed added) reads 

a bit different- it is should not be read as a probability, more as a result.  You are 
His house; you HAVE come to share in Christ this WILL result because you have 
held your confidence to the end.  Not sure if that is totally clear- but maybe it helps 

a little. 
 

 
Day 4 

In this day, when considering “rest” as it relates to the original audience, those 
early Jewish Christians- that heard the testimony of the apostles and believed in 

Jesus. Remember, these Hebrew men and women had put their faith in the Levitical 
systems of sacrifices and way of life.  It was engrained in them from generation to 

generation.  They now must fully place their weight on what Jesus did, and resist 
the temptation to go back to the Jewish practices as a way to achieve salvation.  It 

was hard for them to reprogram their minds that they no longer need to do those 
things, perform those works, to earn God’s favor.   

 
Can we relate?  How many ladies in your group have a hard time believing that 

there is nothing that they have to do in order to earn God’s love?  We may read 
Ephesians 2:8-9 that we are saved by grace, not by works- but is that what our 

lives really reflects?  Our salvation is based on Jesus alone, not Jesus + something 
else. We can all fill in the blank of what that something else may be.  

 
  



 

Day 5 
We are challenged to stive this day to make every effort to enter into the rest, the 

peace, that Christ provides.  We can grow in this area by reading Scripture.  A lot of 
us are familiar with Hebrews 4:12 but read Hebrews 4:13? Not as comforting, is it? 

Why don’t we start reading Hebrews 4:12-13 together (ouch!) It can be 
uncomfortable and painful at times to read the Bible, because we are made aware 

of how sinful we actually are as fallen human beings.   
• Do any of the ladies have moments they can share where they ignored the 

teaching of the Bible?  Why did they, and how did that work out?   
• How about moments where they implemented the teachings of the Bible 

despite the fact that it was hard for them?  How did it turn out?  
 Let’s encourage one another in our groups to read God’s word and work hard to 

implement it in our lives! 


